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F
ive years from now, maybe we’ll look back on this 
bring-your-own-device (BYOD) trend as no big deal. 
What was all the fuss about? Of course you can bring 
your own device to work. Besides, who would stop you?

Until recently, it was the IT department that was 
stopping you—or trying to, anyway—by keeping you 
from connecting your device to the corporate network. 

Now, IT shops are trying to find their way through the nebulous terri-
tory between their natural control-freak tendencies and their new goal 
of giving employees the freedom to use personal smartphones and tab-
lets for work.

That’s why we’ve produced this Digital Spotlight on BYOD: to help 
you navigate between those two poles. Your first step—establishing a 
policy about who owns what, who pays for what and who protects the 
data—is also the first story in this digital edition.

Security is tricky here because, on mobile devices, corporate trade 
secrets may reside next to family photos. An innocent employee may 
download an app that looks like a fun game but that actually sucks 
those trade secrets into a server in Eastern Europe. And a lost or stolen 
device could expose customer records, such as Social Security numbers. 
As our story points out, vendors offer a variety of tools to help you pre-
vent these problems. A wise CIO will make sure security is baked into 
the BYOD program—otherwise the headlines over the next five years 
will be full of disastrous data breaches, triggering a BYOD backlash.

Yes, this is a lot of trouble to go through just to let employees use their 
iPhones and iPads at work. So what’s the payoff? Our final story dem-
onstrates that the benefits include greater innovation and better work-
life balance. A recent PricewaterhouseCoopers report put it this way: 
“Organizations that have embraced BYOD have reported improved 
productivity and employee retention, enhanced mobility, more flexible 
work environment and improved IT value to the business.”

And those are the kinds of benefits an IT department is supposed to 
deliver.

Let us know what you think.

Your editors:
Mitch Betts (mbetts@cio.com) and Dan Muse (dmuse@cio.com)

Finding

Your Path
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Policies:  
What’s In, 
What’s Out
This is no time 
to wing it. When 
employees bring 
their own devices to 
work, you need very 
clear rules.
By Mary K. Pratt 4

Security 
Risks You 
May Be 
Ignoring
BYOD programs 
touch on complex 
issues ranging from 
network security to 
employee privacy
By Jeff Vance 12

Five 
Business 
Benefits 
of BYOD
Employee devices 
may cause IT 
headaches, but 
the payoffs include 
greater innovation 
and better work-life 
balance
By Jeff Vance 18
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Launching a “bring your own device” (BYOD) program can help you reduce mobile 
expenses, drive employee satisfaction, and increase productivity. But first, you’ll need to 
identify which employees are eligible, which mobile apps they’ll need to be productive, 
and which security technology to put in place to prevent the loss of sensitive information.
 

Good for Enterprise secures your enterprise data on iOS, Android, and Windows Phone 
mobile devices, while respecting the privacy of users. Learn how you can: 
 

• Keep employee satisfaction high while avoiding inadvertent data breaches
• Mitigate financial risk for your company by preventing data loss 
• Significantly reduce company-owned phones and associated voice/data plans
• Reduce costs associated with supporting hardware and managing a fleet
 
Get your free guide to BYOD policy considerations today. 

Good Technology 430 N. Mary Avenue, Suite 200, Sunnyvale, CA 94085. Visit www.good.com/privacy for more information on our Privacy Policy. 
© 2012 Good Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Good, Good Technology, Good for Enterprise, the Good logo, and Good Mobile Messaging are 
trademarks of Good Technology, Inc. All third-party trademarks, trade names, or service marks may be claimed as the property of their respective owners. 

They’ll bring the devices.

You bring the

security.

Get it now

Get it now

Free guide to BYOD
policy considerations.

http://got.good.com/012012BYODW1ConsiderationDoc_byodw1.html?lsrc=3rd%20Party%20Banners/Syndication&ltyp=Whitepaper&cid=701000000005x3X
http://got.good.com/012012BYODW1ConsiderationDoc_byodw1.html?lsrc=3rd%20Party%20Banners/Syndication&ltyp=Whitepaper&cid=701000000005x3X
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Cora Carmody, SVP of IT at 
Jacobs Engineering, worked 
with HR and legal three 
years ago to establish a 
BYOD policy, then updated it 
recently for tablets.

B
arry Porozni’s mobile policy was once 
clean and simple: The company provided 
BlackBerrys to the 40 or so workers who 
required smartphones and signed them 
on to the company’s connectivity plan.

The policy was indeed clear-cut, but Porozni knew 
it wasn’t the best.

Porozni, who two years ago became the CIO at The 
Reinvestment Fund in Philadelphia, remembers saying 
during his job interview that he thinks workers should 
be allowed to use their own technology—whatever 
devices would make them most productive.

It wasn’t long into his tenure before workers started 
doing just that.

But then the questions started. Workers wondered 

B y  M a ry  K .  P r at t

this is no time 
to wing it. When 
employees 
bring their own 
devices to work, 
you need very 
clear rules.
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The policy also stipulates that IT will offer 
some tech support for their mobile phones, even 
troubleshooting them if they break. “The inter-
esting thing is they don’t. They just work. They’re 
pretty robust devices,” Porozni says, noting that 
the company has agreed to replace broken ones.

Porozni’s policy also addresses the compa-
ny’s remaining 40 employees who don’t need 
to access email on the go, stating that they can 
use their own mobile devices to access email but, 
financially, they’re on their own. Half of these 
workers take advantage of the program.

As for security, Porozni requires all work-
ers who want to use their own smartphones 
to coordinate with the IT department, which 
also installs software that allows the company 
to erase all data if the device is lost or stolen.

Porozni says he doesn’t enforce screen locking 
for mobile devices or make workers retype their 
email password each time they want to check 
for messages from work, instead allowing their 
phones to remember the code. Constantly re-
entering a password would defeat the conve-
nience of the BYOD program, he says.

“If you found my phone, without too much 
effort you can see my email,” he acknowledges.

Workers haven’t started to bring their own 
laptops, Porozni says, because those who need 
mobility are issued one by the company. But he 
says he’s starting to see iPads and Kindle Fires 
come into the office. The policy on those? Work-
ers buy them and go through the same enroll-
ment process as for smartphones so data can be 
wiped if the tablet goes missing.

Stanton Jones, an analyst at Information Ser-
vices Group, says many organizations have a 
hard time pulling together a comprehensive 
policy to govern their BYOD programs because 
of the strategy’s novelty. For decades, IT depart-
ments have dictated what equipment would be 
used and supported at what prices; BYOD repre-
sents a fundamental change in the way IT works.

“It’s a huge mind-shift for IT organizations,” 
Jones says.

This shift also creates new questions and 

why one colleague had an iPhone while others 
had BlackBerrys, whether the company bought 
the iPhones, whether more would be doled out.

Porozni says the experience quickly pushed 
him into formalizing his thoughts on the issue 
so he could provide consistent answers to any 
questions that came up.

“As soon as you open the door, you better have 
a plan in place, because you don’t want ambigui-
ties,” he says.

Unfortunately, analysts say, many organiza-
tions have put little or no effort into developing 
formal policies for programs that allow employ-
ees to choose their own favorite technology.

“It should be bring-your-own-device [BYOD], 
but with rules. Companies need to consider the 
level of usage of the devices, restrictions for what 
they’re going to have, the applications they’re 
going to allow. Those are questions that employ-
ees always want to know,” says Dave Edelheit, 
a principal at PricewaterhouseCoopers. “We 
recommend that they are very clear about how 
they’re going to support or not support these 
devices, what exchange polices are like, what 

happens if it gets stolen, who is responsible for 
what. Because if they don’t have a policy, it just 
brings up a whole host of problems and dissatis-
fied employees.”

The issue is becoming increasingly urgent as 
more companies are allowing workers to use 
their own technology.

A 2011 CIO magazine survey found that 24 
percent of the 476 technology decision-makers 
surveyed now encourage employees to buy 
and bring their own technology to use at work, 
another 46 percent will encourage employees 
to do so in the next 12 to 18 months, and 3 per-
cent actually require workers to buy and bring 
their own technology. Nearly all (95 percent) 
of those who encourage or require BYOD say 
smartphones are the most frequently brought 
in devices; other employee-owned gadgets that 
IT leaders say they commonly see in the enter-
prise include tablet PCs (80 percent), laptops 
(52 percent), and netbooks (35 percent).

TImE TO Get FORmal
The Computing Technology Industry Asso-
ciation came up with similar numbers when it 
conducted an online survey of 500 U.S. busi-
ness and IT professionals. In its recent “Trends 
in Enterprise Mobility” study, it found that 84 
percent of those surveyed use their smartphones 
for light work such as email or Web browsing.

However, the research also found that only 
22 percent of companies have a 
formal mobility policy, and only 
20 percent more were working 
on policies.

Porozni says he formalized 
the BYOD policy at his firm just 
a few months after informally 
creating the program.

The policy specifies that 
employees who need to access 
email outside the office are eli-
gible for a company BlackBerry. 
A worker who wants a differ-
ent device can bring in his or 

her own instead. Porozni says of the 40 or so 
workers eligible for the BlackBerrys, only 12 still 
accept the company device; the others bring in 
their own iPhones or Androids. They can use 
the company’s connectivity plan or receive an 
$85 monthly stipend to cover whatever service 
they want.

--  Who pays for service plans 
and hardware?

--  Who pays for devices that 
are lost or stolen?

--  Who handles support for the 
device and the data on it?

--  Which applications are 
permitted and which are 
banned?

--  Are employees required 
to use mobile device 
management security 
software that encrypts 
company data, monitors 
the device and protects 
passwords?

--  Are workers required to 
agree that the company’s IT 
department can remotely 
wipe any data—possibly 
including personal data—on 
the device should it be lost 
or stolen, or if the employee 
leaves the company?

--  Are employees required to 
back up their own personal 
data and immediately report 
lost or stolen devices to the 
company’s help desk?

--  What disciplinary measures 
will be taken in response 
to misuse or inappropriate 
behavior?

s o u R c e :  I d c ,  2 0 1 1

“ As soon as you open  
the door, you better  
have a plan in  
place, because you don’t 
want ambiguities.”

   –barry Porozni, cIo, the Reinvestment Fund

Getting    
    Started
Companies adopting a BYOD 
program should ask themselves 
these questions:

http://www.cio.com/article/690504/Bring_Your_Own_Tech_9_Things_IT_Needs_To_Know
http://www.cio.com/article/690504/Bring_Your_Own_Tech_9_Things_IT_Needs_To_Know
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concerns, he says. Certainly, 
security is top-of-mind for 
most CIOs as they develop 
policies. Cost is also high on 
the list of considerations, as 
companies must determine 
who pays for what. And they 
have to decide how broad 
to make the program, in 
terms of what devices will 
be allowed, what kind of 
support will be offered, and 
how much access to com-
pany systems and data will 
be enabled.

New ISSUeS  
TO COnSIDER
BYOD programs also bring 
up issues that many CIOs 
haven’t encountered before, 
Jones adds. For example, 
how will the company 
handle reimbursements 
for devices and connec-
tivity? If employees are 
reimbursed for some or all 
costs, who then owns the 
device—the company or the 
employee? Can the company 
legally demand access to an 
employee’s personal device?

To address these ques-
tions, CIOs need to work 
with their human resources, 
finance and legal depart-
ment counterparts to understand what will 
work from cultural, operational and legal per-
spectives, Jones says.

“There’s not a cookie-cutter model that will 
work for every organization. The CIO has to pull 
all those parties together and figure out what’s 
right for the organization,” he says.

Jones recommends starting with a pilot 
BYOD—initially enrolling the folks who are 

already clamoring for or 
stealthily using their own 
devices—and then using their 
experiences to craft a compre-
hensive policy that addresses 
both previously anticipated 
and newly discovered areas 
of concern.

“It should be very fluid; it 
shouldn’t be locked down 
from day one,” he says.

IT leaders at Jacobs Engi-
neering Group took that 
approach when they devel-
oped their company’s BYOD 
policy.

Cora Carmody, senior vice 
president of IT at the $10.4 bil-
lion company, says her team 
realized that the proliferation 
of smartphones was influenc-
ing how employees wanted to 
work. So her group worked 
with HR and legal to develop 
a policy to govern a BYOD 
program that was rolled out 
nearly three years ago.

The policy states that 
workers who want to work 
on their own smartphones 
can use them to access their 
corporate email and calen-
dars but first must read the 
written policy and agree to its 
terms. Those terms specify, in 
part, that workers must use 

encrypted and password-protected devices and 
that the company can wipe clean the device if it’s 
lost or stolen. The company also provides a list 
of acceptable devices, chosen primarily because 
they have features that allow the company to 
enforce its security terms.

Carmody says the company updated its policy 
last summer to address the growing number of 
workers who wanted to use tablets, deciding that 

Not Just 
     iPhones
BYOD policies should 
be applied to all mobile 
devices—not just smart-
phones and tablets—
and the list should be 
reviewed every four to six 
months. Covered devices 
should include:

--  Laptops, notebooks 
and tablets

--  Ultra-mobile PCs

--  Conventional mobile 
phones (i.e., feature 
phones)

--  Smartphones

--  PDAs

--  Home or personal 
computers that 
employees use to 
access corporate 
resources

--  Memory cards

--  USB devices
s o u R c e :  I d c ,  2 0 1 1

How can I deliver a secure
mobile SharePoint solution
once – across the enterprise –
not once for each device?

First-Class Travel for SharePoint
SharePlus: The universal mobile  SharePoint app
Check out SharePlusApp.com

Is there a way to be more
productive in SharePoint
on my tablet than I can 
in my browser?

Thanks to the SharePlus app, I synched my proposal to SharePoint while
boarding, received home office approval in flight, and e-mailed the final to
the client at baggage claim.  Closed the deal right on my iPad with less
hassle than getting through the TSA Checkpoint.

Infragistics Sales US 800 231 8588 • Europe +44 (0) 800 298 9055 • India +91 80 4151 8042 • APAC  (+61) 3 9982 4545
Copyright 1996-2012 Infragistics, Inc. All rights reserved. Infragistics and NetAdvantage are registered trademarks of Infragistics, Inc. The Infragistics logo is a trademark
of Infragistics, Inc.   All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the respective property of their owners.
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they could access work email and calendars if 
they agreed to the same terms already set up for 
smartphones. The company also decided that 
they could use tablets on the company’s guest 
wireless network, which would allow them con-
nectivity but not access to sensitive data.

“We’re being fluid and responding to technol-
ogy while responding to business needs,” Car-
mody says. “It’s all grounded in the core values 
and principles of how you want your company 
to operate.”

SHADES Of GRaY
But even when IT leaders are thinking through 
their policies, they’re learning that they must 
continually navigate the gray areas that come 
with workers using personal devices on the job.

Paul Hillman, a partner with technology 
consultancy C/D/H, says his firm advises other 
companies on BYOD and runs its own internal 
program. “There should be a written policy that 
has a stipend and [says that] because we’re pay-

ing for that, we expect certain things,” he says.
Those expectations, he says, should include 

not just security controls and other technology 
requirements but also specific professional stan-
dards not always associated with a personal 
phone or computer. For him, that means in part 
requiring workers to record a professional out-

going message just as if it were their corporate 
desk phone.

In another example, he says one of his employ-
ees had his calls forwarded to Google Voice, but 
as an employer he didn’t want clients hearing 
what he felt was an advertisement for a Google 
service. So he had the worker change the setup.

At another company, Hillman says, execu-
tives had to rethink how they handled mobile 
phone numbers, which they initially let depart-
ing workers—including top salespeople—keep 
when they and their smartphones left the com-
pany. Hillman relies on unified communications 
technology to avoid that situation at his own firm, 
where policy dictates that workers must give out 
only their corporate number.

Such situations, Hillman says, show just how 
granular BYOD policies can get. “There are doz-
ens of these nuanced things,” he says, adding 
that corporate policies will improve with time 
and experience.

Those improvements are already materializ-
ing, as companies who were at the 
forefront of this trend can attest.

Citrix Systems introduced its 
BYOD program to its worldwide 
employee base in 2008. From 
the start, the policy addressed a 
broad spectrum of issues, includ-
ing who’s eligible to participate, 
who gets a stipend and how much, 
how devices would access the 
corporate network, what kind of 
corporate IT support is available, 
and what security measures were 
required.

Michael McKiernan, IT man-
ager at Citrix, says the policy is 

deliberately simple so workers can easily under-
stand it.

The end result? McKiernan says: “We find 
that workers are more productive and happier.”

Mary K. Pratt is a freelance writer based in Massachu-
setts.

“ There’s not a cookie-
cutter model that will 
work for every organization. 
The CIO has to pull all those  
parties together and figure 
out what’s right for the  
organization.”

   —stanton Jones, Analyst, Information services Group

BYOD means choice for your employees. It also means tough choices 
for you. Here’s an easy one: Zenprise. With end-to-end security and 
simple administration, Zenprise lets you say “yes”.

Learn more at www.zenprise.com/cio-byod

Gartner ranked Zenprise in its Critical Capabilities Report for MDM. 
Learn which 10 critical capabilities and typical use cases they 
recommend when selecting the best MDM products to meet your 
enterprise management and security requirements.

In a BYOD world you need a secure and easy-to-use 
mobile device management solution. 

ACCESS GARTNER’S REPORT 

THE WORLD HAS GONE MOBILE

Say “YES” to mobile                 
        devices in the 
                       workplace

http://www.zenprise.com/cio-gartner-ccr
http://www.zenprise.com/cio-byod
http://www.zenprise.com/
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Security

back to work on Monday morning, plugging 
right back into the corporate network, without 
even running malware scans.

“Given that corporate Web policies cannot eas-
ily be enforced when a machine is disconnected 
from the corporate network, there’s arguably 
a far greater risk from ‘bring your corporate 
laptop back to work on Monday’ than there is 
from an iPad hitting the network,” says Tim 
Nichols, vice president of global marketing at 
Endace, a provider of network monitoring tools.

“In the same vein, anyone using a USB key 
to transfer files from a corporate machine to 
a home machine could equally be accused of 
BYOD, since anything on their home computer 
that’s fishy will end up inside the LAN the sec-
ond they plug it in. If organizations are worried 
about getting attacked from the inside, there 
are arguably other open doors that should be 
closed before they start worrying about BYOD,” 
Nichols says.

The stark truth is that your choices are lim-
ited with BYOD. If you block access, many of 

BYOD programs touch on complex issues ranging 
from network security to employee privacy

Risks
You May Be Ignoring

W
e’ve all seen this pattern before. Something comes 
along that heightens computing risks but makes workers’ 
lives easier, so a battle ensues that pits security against 
convenience. Email, laptops, Wi-Fi, social media—the 
list goes on and on.

This time around, it’s mobile devices and the bring-your-own-device 
(BYOD) movement, and IT is rapidly losing this battle. “It’s important to 
realize that BYOD strategies are reactionary,” says Endre Walls, CTO at 
Resources for Human Development (RHD), a social services nonprofit. 
“People are already using personal devices in your infrastructure, whether 
you like it or not. Just because you can’t see it doesn’t mean it’s not there.”

Actually, much of what employees are already doing is as risky as your 
allowing smartphones or tablets into the network. Employees often take 
their corporate-issued laptops home on a Friday night, spend the weekend 
surfing dubious websites on home Wi-Fi networks, and bring the laptops 

             

 A BYOD 
    Security Baseline: 

               Must-Haves
If you plan to adopt BYOD (and there’s 
little chance you can avoid it), this  
checklist of security best practices is  
the place to start:

  Establish a mobility policy and brief  
workers on it as soon as they are hired.

  Determine how devices will be paid for—
by the company or by employees?

  Ensure you have the ability to enforce 
screen locks, secure logins and rotating 
passwords.

  Make sure you can remotely wipe lost or 
stolen devices.

  Enforce device-side encryption.
  Create a plan for managing configurations 

and patches.
 Enable device-side antivirus software.
  Ensure you have the ability to track and 

secure sensitive data.
  Establish visibility into devices and net-

work traffic.
  Figure out how to deliver support for 

mobile devices—in-house or outsourced?

5
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your most valuable, productive employees will 
use two devices (or three, if you factor in tablets), 
and many will figure out workarounds to access 
corporate data on those devices. If your BYOD 
policy is to limit mobility to one specific device, 
such as BlackBerrys, you will be able to more 
strictly control security—until users get lured 
away by the next shiny smartphone or tablet 
that you don’t support.

Meanwhile, if you have an open-door policy, 
you’re creating a support nightmare. It’s hard 
enough to support BlackBerrys alone, let alone 
BlackBerrys, iPhones, iPads and several differ-
ent flavors of Android.

IT’s NOT  All About I.t.
The IT department is often solely responsible 
for managing this sea change, which is a mis-
take. “BYOD isn’t a technology issue. It’s much 
more than that. It’s a policy issue, and policy isn’t 
something created only by IT. It must involve 
the mobility team, legal experts and HR, at the 
very least,” says Philippe Winthrop, managing 
director of the Enterprise Mobility Foundation.

We’ve all had the experience of being briefed 
on policies that, after the meeting, no one remem-
bers, few worry about following, and no one 
enforces. However, simply formulating a mobil-
ity policy has benefits. “We see so many cases 
where the poor implementation of technology 
leads to data breaches, IP theft and numerous 
other security incidents,” says Chris Herndon, 
managing director and chief technologist for 
MorganFranklin’s National Security Solutions 
business unit. “However, a carefully thought-out 
mobility policy, if nothing else, provides a road 
map of how to safely move forward.”

For instance, Herndon advocates formulating 
a policy early on for how enterprise applications 
will hand off data to mobile apps. With a solid 
policy in place, certain apps or even certain types 
of middleware may be ruled out because they 
are not designed securely enough to adhere to 
security policies.

On the flip side, a poorly thought-out policy 

could have unintended consequences. Consider 
organizations that simply tell employees to buy 
whatever device they want and then reimburse 
them. “That’s not a BYOD policy,” Winthrop says. 
“It’s a subsidy, and that’s all. In the process, you 
miss all sorts of opportunities.” Employees miss 
out on volume discounts for both devices and 
plans, while the organization opens itself up to 
chaos, as pretty much any device on any carrier 
can join the network. Configurations and patch-
ing will be all over the map, and you’ll have no 
idea what your risk exposure looks like. It’s far 
better to make some choices that will benefit both 
the organization and the individual.

But there’s not always a clearly right choice. 
Many IT pros figure that the iPhone is second 
in security only to the BlackBerry. Not everyone 
agrees. According to Daniel Ford, the CSO of 
Fixmo, a mobile security company, IT shouldn’t 
be complacent about iOS risks.

“Everyone thinks the iPhone is the most secure 
platform [after BlackBerry] and Android is 
the one to avoid; however, after looking at the 
[common vulnerabilities and exposures] of iOS, 
Android and [Research in Motion] to evaluate 
the security of each platform…iOS had the largest 
number of vulnerabilities by far,” he says. Ford 
found 167 iOS vulnerabilities, compared to 65 
for Android and 53 for BlackBerry.

Moreover, because of restrictions Apple 
places on iPhone apps and its lack of support 
for things like Flash, iPhones are more likely 
to be jail-broken, and jail-broken phones are 
magnets for malware.

StrIvIng for VIsIbIlITY
If developing a policy is the first step on the road 
to secure BYOD, step two is gaining insight into 
the devices on your network. Many organiza-
tions do this with mobile device management 
(MDM) software suites, but make the mistake of 
not similarly monitoring their network. What’s 
the point of blocking mobile access to suspicious 
websites or apps if employees can access them 
from an approved desktop or laptop?

They’re using an iPhone in the morning, laptop during the day, 

and a tablet in the evening.  Let Appcelerator help you learn how 

to reach your customers throughout the day, wherever they are.

How do you build a scalable mobile strategy?

How can mobile drive new revenue?
 

How will you use mobile to improve your business processes?

We help some of the best brands in the world plan and 
execute their mobile strategies. We’d like to help you, too.

appcelerator.com

© 2012 Appcelerator, Inc. All rights reserved. Appcelerator is a registered trademark of Appcelerator, Inc. 

YOUR CUSTOMERS HAVE 
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 ... ARE YOU GOING WITH THEM?
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When RHD embraced BYOD, the company 
sought a security solution that allowed it to see 
what end users were actually doing. It eventu-
ally chose Fiberlink’s MaaS360 over competing 
MDM software from AirWatch and a few other 
vendors. “We were shocked by the number of 
unapproved mobile services that people were 
using, including many workarounds to get to 
corporate email accounts,” he says.

If you can’t see into your network and the 
devices on it, you won’t know what services 
people access, what websites they visit, which 
devices they use or how secure those devices are.

Despite all the hand-wringing over BYOD 
security, the truth is that plenty of solutions exist 

to counter the risks of such a program. You can 
start to get a good handle on security by using a 
combination of tools, including MDM software, 
device-side antivirus programs, and network-
monitoring and data-leak-prevention software.

overlooked RIsks
However, the risks of adopting a BYOD policy 
aren’t all in security. One of the most pressing 
concerns is support. How will a shrinking IT 
staff support multiple OSes, some of which are 
unfamiliar to them? 

If you say, “Well, that’s not my problem; 
employees bought the devices, so they’ll go to 
someone else for support,” expect disgruntled 
employees and a loss of productivity as they 
schlep to Best Buy or the Apple Store to figure 
out why their data connection keeps dropping. 
And don’t be surprised if third-party support 
blames you for certain problems, problems you 
might not have the know-how to fix, thus creat-
ing a feedback loop of frustration.

Done properly, though, MDM can drive sup-
port costs down. E-learning company Cengage 
found that its support costs dropped when it 
adopted an MDM solution from Centrify. “We 
support close to a thousand iOS devices,” says 

Pepijn Bruienne, a systems 
administrator at Cengage. 

“With MDM in place, remote 
workers no longer have to bring 
devices in to be manually con-
figured. We can do that remotely, 
and we can handle many sup-
port issues remotely as well,” 
Bruienne says. This, of course, 
saves both time and money, and 
has the added benefit of giving 
IT the ability to unify secu-
rity policies across all mobile 
devices.

A final, often-overlooked 
risk is employee privacy. Many 
companies have employees sign 
waivers that give the organiza-

tion the right to wipe phones if, say, an employee 
is terminated. 

But what happens if you accidentally wipe 
vacation photographs or some expensive app 
that is no longer on the market? At the very least, 
you’ll have a very disgruntled ex-employee. If 
you’re too aggressive, don’t be surprised if you 
open yourself up to a lawsuit. Chances are you’ll 
win, but this is a legal gray area, so even if you 
do win, victory won’t come cheap.

Jeff Vance is a freelance writer based in California.
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ost discussions of the bring-your-
own-device (BYOD) trend focus 
on security risks and policy con-
cerns. Yet, as with any technological 
 advancement, people wouldn’t be 

jumping on this bandwagon if there wasn’t something 
in it for them.

Some of the benefits of BYOD are obvious. Employees 
who can access corporate resources with smartphones 
and tablets will be more productive in more settings, for 
example. But other benefits that seem like they’re bound 
to materialize might turn out to be a pipe dream. For 
instance, many organizations assume that they will save 
money by pushing device costs onto employees, but this 
is debatable. Costs could actually go up as companies lose 
volume discounts. The overhead involved with handling 
mobile expense reports alone could erase any savings. 
In fact, the research firm Aberdeen Group found that, on 
average, a company with 1,000 BYOD mobile devices 
spends an extra $170,000 per year.

However, with a lot of planning, BYOD can be a 
boon to any organization. Here are five BYOD benefits:

B y  J e f f  Va n c e

Employee devices may cause 
IT headaches, but the payoffs 
include greater innovation and 
better work-life balance Five

Business
    Benefits
of BYOD

YOUR  BYOD

FielD
GuiDe
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Lower (or no) 
roaming charges. 
If your CEO is in 
China on his corpo-
rate-owned Black-
Berry downloading 
tons of data, you can 
expect extremely 
high roaming 
charges. Does any-

one in the organization have the power to tell the CEO 
not to do this? Probably not.

“Too many organizations fixate on the initial pur-
chase costs of devices and forget about things like data 
overages and roaming charges,” says Roger Yang, CEO 
of Avema. “It’s common for an executive or salesperson 
traveling overseas to incur $1,000 per month in roam-
ing charges.”

Simply by adopting a mobile expense management 
solution from the likes of Avema or Tangoe (now part 
of Oracle), you can set roaming limits or simply direct 
users to leave the cellular network and find cheap or 
free Wi-Fi. Moreover, many of the solutions help you 
automate how mobile 
expenses are processed.

1
Accelerated 
innovation. 
As companies 
embrace BYOD, 
employees can 
find new uses for 
the devices and 
develop apps as 
they go. Mobile 
software that logs 
artifacts at an archeological site, monitors inven-
tory in restaurants, or allows healthcare profes-
sionals to access patient records for more accurate 
drug delivery are all solutions that seem obvious 
once you have a tablet or smartphone with you as 
you work.

Wider organizational 
reach. Uplift Comprehen-
sive Services provides mental 
healthcare to rural areas of 
eastern North Carolina. “We 
were early implementers of 
tele-psychiatry,” says Garrett 
Taylor, CEO of Uplift. “Yet as 
it was traditionally deployed, 
tele-psychiatry required 
expensive equipment. As 
tablets started catching on, we 
knew there had to be a better 
way to do this.”

After testing out Skype and 
ooVoo, neither of which met 
HIPAA requirements, Uplift 
turned to Mirial (which has 
since been acquired by Life-
Size, a division of Logitech). 
The solution gave Uplift a 
secure, regulation-compliant 
way to deliver services 
remotely to tablets or even 
smartphones.

“Some of the areas we serve 
are only accessible via ferry, 
so it was common for patients 
to miss appointments,” Tay-
lor says. “Now, they can use a 
mobile device from wherever 
they are.”

2
3 In the marriage of

life and work, it’s now
safe for people to bring

their own devices
to the relationship. 

When people can use their personal devices for 
work, productivity surges and satisfaction goes  
off the charts. Personal notebooks, tablets and 
smartphones are an integral part of people’s   
lives, and now, you can safely invite them into  
the workplace.

With Citrix bring-your-own-device solutions,   
IT can easily and securely embrace the 
consumerization of IT. People can access   
their files, apps and desktops from any device, 
anywhere, while IT maintains control, simplifies 
management and reduces costs.

Learn more at www.citrix.com/byod.

© 2012 Citrix Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. Citrix® is a registered trademark
of Citrix Systems, Inc. and/or one or more of its subsidiaries and may be
registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office and in other countries.
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Improved safety. During 
Super Bowl XLVI in Indianapo-
lis, Digital Sandbox’s Special 
Events Risk Management plat-
form helped police and other 
public safety officials better 
protect the public using smart-
phones and tablets.

Digital Sandbox gave police 
the ability to view surveillance 
camera footage in real time, find 
out where a fire alarm was set 
off, and even send pictures of 
developing problems to other 
police or support staff.

GPS tracking is another 
mobile feature that has safety 
applications. Routine employer 
tracking of employees raises 
serious privacy issues, but there 
are cases where it might be 
acceptable. “If another terrorist 
attack happens, I would want 
my employer to be able to track 
me and tell my family that I’m 
OK,” says Philippe Winthrop, 
managing director of the Enter-
prise Mobility Foundation. In 
a worst-case scenario, being 
able to track employees via GPS 
could help direct rescue efforts 
and alert public safety officials 
to the scale of a disaster.

Easier work-
home balance. 
The ability to 
monitor and 
correct things 
remotely is a 
boon for IT. Yes, 
IT pros can do this from PCs at home, but what if 
you’re out to dinner or at a sporting event? What 
about healthcare professionals who are on call but 
have to run errands, or who want to, heaven forbid, 
have a life?

“Our lead doctor lives in Phoenix. When she’s 
in an airport, all she has to do is find a private loca-
tion and a secure wireless network [she uses a 
MiFi card] and she can conduct a session from her 
Android,” Taylor of Uplift says.

Moreover, when Uplift’s doctors conduct remote 
sessions, they still have access to all the information 
they need, with patient records and notes from past 
sessions at their fingertips.

Taylor noted an additional benefit: “For many 
people, mental health services are still stigmatized. 
If they couldn’t do this from the privacy of their 
own homes, they probably wouldn’t do it at all.”

Jeff Vance is a freelance writer based in California.
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work like this?

WHY 
can’t this...

Well, now it can. 
A Meru WLAN restores your power 
of control and freedom of choice,
freeing you from the limitations of 
traditional networks by giving you 
virtually wire-like quality, radically 
easier management, and the ability  
to add on nearly unlimited devices. 
Scalability, flexibility, and simplicity 
are yours. Regain control of your 
Wi-Fi network at merunetworks.com
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